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ABSTRACT
The present study explores reproducing the closest geometry of a high pressure ratio single stage radial-inflow turbine applied in the Sundstrans Power Systems T-100 Multipurpose Small Power Unit. The commercial software ANSYS-Vista RTD along with a built in module, BladeGen, is used to conduct a meanline design and create 3D geometry of one flow passage. Carefully examining the proposed design against the geometrical and experimental data, ANSYS-TurboGrid is applied to generate computational mesh. CFD simulations are performed with ANSYS-CFX in which three-dimensional Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved subject to appropriate boundary conditions. Results are compared with numerical and experimental data published in the literature in order to generate the exact geometry of the existing turbine and validate the numerical results against the experimental ones.

INTRODUCTION
The radial-inflow turbine is a rugged turbine, designed to run under severe gas conditions and applied in internal combustion engines, natural gas, diesel, and gasoline power units. Since the radial-inflow turbine has a higher tip speed than an axial turbine, the amount of work produced by a single stage would be equal to that of two or more stages in an axial turbine [1].

In order to predict turbine characteristics, it is essential to compute flow field throughout the turbine, analyse the flow passage where viscous three dimensional rotational/curvature and turbulence effects play significant roles. Although there are few experimental published studies on radial turbines providing enough information in the literature [2-5], there is an ongoing demand of well-documented configurations of radial-inflow turbines in order to develop reliable numerical simulations, validated by experimental investigations. CFD simulations have been conducted to achieve a better understanding of the flow characteristics, including grid refinements and independency, and the validation of numerical results (1D & 3D) as discussed in [6-12]. Considering the numerical simulations on radial-inflow turbines available in the literature, the necessary geometric pieces of information are not available in published documents. Therefore, one cannot reproduce the complete configuration in order to conduct CFD simulations, followed by comparisons against the performed experiments [13].

However, Sauret [13] provided a fully open set of data and recreated the exact geometry of the high pressure ratio single stage radial-inflow turbine used in [5]. The study includes a preliminary 1D design using RITAL and checked against Hamilton Sundstrand and available experimental data [5]. The 3D geometry was created by Axcent and fully detailed in terms of rotor and stator blade profiles, thicknesses and angles. Axcent-PushButton CFD has been applied as the solver to perform the 3D viscous flow simulations where the effect of the tip clearance gap was investigated in detail for a range of operating conditions.

Following the geometrical data provided in [13], the present study recreates the 3D geometry of the identical turbine applying commercially available CFD software ANSYS turbomachinery package in which the Vista RTD is used to conduct a meanline design and BladeGen is applied to create 3D geometry of rotor and stator blades. A numerical study is performed by ANSYS-CFX for two operating conditions and results are compared with numerical and experimental data (1D and 3D analyses) presented in [13]. The main purpose of the abovementioned process is conducting a CFD simulation and code validation study of a radial-inflow turbine started by Sauret [13] to further investigate a new supercritical radial-
inflow turbine developed by Queensland Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence.

**NOMENCLATURE**

C\textsubscript{p} [-] Pressure recovery coefficient  
P [kPa] Pressure  
T [K] Temperature  
U [m/s] Absolute velocity  
\gamma' [-] Grid spacing

Special characters  
\eta [%] Efficiency  
\beta [deg] Blade angle  
\omega [RPM] Rotational-speed

Subscripts  
d Diffuser  
in Inlet  
out Outlet  
r Rotor  
s Stator  
S Static  
\text{T} Total  
\text{T-S} Total-to-Static  
\text{T-T} Total-to-Total

**MEANLINE ANALYSIS**

The preliminary design procedure addresses the basic stage components defining the inlet volute, nozzle row, rotor and exhaust diffuser, providing an aerodynamic design that completely achieves a design with required outputs. There are several meanline methodologies based on the analysis of the flow along mean streamline through the stage components [14].

In this study, the meanline design of the radial turbine is conducted by ANSYS-Vista RTD developed by PCA Engineers and integrated in ANSYS BladeModeler software. To re-calculate the overall performances of the turbine the aerodynamic and geometry data provided in [13] are used as input to Vista RTD. The required aerodynamics inputs are inlet stagnation temperature and pressure, mass flow rate, total-to-total expansion ratio, rotational speed and blade speed ratio [13], stage and nozzle efficiencies, fluid properties and inlet and exit flow angles. For geometrical inputs, the number of vanes, impeller diameters and axial length are given.

**3D GEOMETRY**

To define the 3D geometry of the turbine, initial geometrical data from preliminary design (Vista RTD) were exported to ANSYS-BladeGen in which the 3D nozzle and rotor blades were created. The geometrical data from [13] including nozzle hub and shroud thicknesses (similar on hub and shroud), nozzle blade profile (adjusted by Piecewise linear curves), rotor hub and shroud contours and rotor blade angle and thickness distributions for both hub and shroud separately (adjusted by Piecewise linear curve) were applied in order to define an identical turbine. Figure 1 shows the thickness distribution of rotor blade from hub (Span 0) to shroud (Span 1) along the meridional axis from leading edge to trailing edge, where three additional layers (Span 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) are placed at different heights of blade. Rotor blade angle (\beta) distribution from hub to shroud is also plotted in Figure 2.

Stator blade angle and thickness distributions are demonstrated in Figure 3 and 4 respectively where the thickness and blade values from hub to shroud are identical. One should notice that BladeGen cannot create the exact pure conical shape of the diffuser; similar issue was reported in [13] with Axcent. To overcome this problem, the 3D diffuser geometry was generated using ANSYS-Geometry separately, considering the correct dimensions of the diffuser.
COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION

There are two numerical cases defined to compare present CFD results with results provided in [5, 13]: rig condition (ω = 71700 RPM) with tip clearance and engine (ω = 106588 RPM) condition with tip clearance. For both cases, mesh generation study and CFD solver setup will be described in detail.

Mesh Generation

ANSYS-TurboGrid was applied to generate the flow passage meshes for both rotor and stator where the Automatic Topology and Meshing (ATM Optimized) option was used in stator and rotor flow passages without the “cut-off squared” option at trailing edges. This generates a high quality mesh avoiding negative volumes which are problematic for traditional mesh generations [15]. Variable normal distances at leading and trailing edges of rotor were defined in TurboGrid to generate mesh for the shroud tip clearance volume, as mentioned in [5, 13].

For the boundary layer refinement control, the first element method was used and Reynolds number is $4 \times 10^6$ with Near Wall Element Size Specification to meet the $y+$ requirement for turbulence model, ranging from 6 to 147. The individual diffuser was imported into ANSYS-Mesh and Tetrahedrons Method was used to generate a fine mesh, as shown in Appendix Figure 11. After checking grid refinement and mesh quality, the total grid number is 748484 –including stator, rotor, and diffuser– where the final mesh analysis of rotor and stator flow passages shows $30^\circ$ for minimum face angle, $155^\circ$ for maximum face angle with a positive minimum volume. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the 3D views of rotor and stator blade flow passages, respectively.

Solver and Boundary Conditions

The mesh from ANSYS-TurboGrid was imported into ANSYS CFX to conduct the 3D viscous flow simulations. $K-\omega$ turbulence model was chosen as recommended by [16, 17]. The basic settings used for the discretisation of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations - for a steady state solution - are Upwind Advection Scheme and First Order Turbulence Numerics.

Simulation of RANS equations significantly reduces the computational efforts as they merely represent the mean flow quantities without a need for the resolution of the turbulent fluctuations and is generally adopted for practical engineering problems [15]. In this study, the first order scheme (Upwind Advection) is used in order to achieve a better convergence. Therefore, applying a second order scheme results in higher accuracy but slower and less tight convergence.

Boundary conditions are set for both engine and rig conditions where the inlet and outlet total pressures and inlet total temperatures differ at a constant pressure ratio of 5.7. Numbers and letters are used to better describe the Figure. As shown in Figure 6, the inlet conditions are defined at the front (1) of the stator blade (S) while the outlet conditions are specified at the exit (4) of the diffuser (D).

Single flow passage for both stator and rotor (R) is simulated and Rotational Periodicity is applied. There are two interfaces placed between the outlet of the stator flow passage and the inlet of the rotor flow passage (2) and the outlet of rotor flow passage and the inlet of the diffuser (3) where both are modelled as a Stage Frame Change/Mixing and Automatic Pitch Change. In Figure 6, the vertical line on the right side of the geometry presents the rotational axis and the arrow on the left side shows the rotation direction of the rotor blade.

The inlet total pressure, inlet total temperature and outlet static pressure of rig and engine condition are defined and set in CFX-Pre, as shown in Table 1. The operating pressure and temperature for rig conditions are lower than those of engine conditions where the inlet total pressure and inlet total temperature are $P_{T,s,in}=413.6$ kPa and $T_{T,s,in}=477.6$ K respectively (see [5, 13]).
Figure 4 3D view of mesh generated for rotor blade flow passage presenting inlet (green), outlet (red), shroud (purple) and periodic surfaces (yellow)

Figure 5 3D view of mesh generated for stator blade flow passage presenting inlet (green), shroud (purple) and periodic surfaces (yellow)

Figure 6 3D view of the computational domains and boundary conditions, including stator (S), rotor (R) and diffuser (D)

Table 1 Boundary conditions of rig (71700 RPM) and engine (106588 RPM) condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ω (RPM)</th>
<th>$P_{S,s,in}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$P_{S,d,out}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$T_{S,s,in}$ (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106588</td>
<td>580.4</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>1056.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71700</td>
<td>413.6</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>477.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conducting CFD analysis, it was found that for both engine and rig conditions with clearance, flow variables were converged where residuals reached below $10^{-5}$ and the average mass flow error was 0.3%. In order to validate the performance of the corrected diffuser, pressure recovery coefficient $C_p$ is considered to be compared to experimental results, defined as the static pressure rise through the diffuser to the dynamic pressure at the diffuser inlet:

$$C_p = \frac{P_{S,d,out} - P_{S,d,in}}{0.5 \rho U_{d,in}^2}$$

where $P_{S,d,out}$ and $P_{S,d,in}$ are the average static pressures at the inlet and outlet of the diffuser, respectively and $\rho$ is the fluid density and $U_{d,in}$ is the average velocity at diffuser inlet. Results show the recovery pressure coefficient expressed by equation (1) at the rig condition is 0.55 which is identical to Jones’ experimental results [5, 13] reported $C_p = 0.55$.

3D contours of static temperature and pressure through stator and rotor flow passage are presented in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7.a, the highest static temperature occurs at the stator inlet, decreasing throughout stator and rotor flow passages and reaches its minimum value of $T_{S,r,out} = 302$ K at the rotor outlet. The static pressure distribution is shown in Figure 7.b where it reduces from $P_{S,s,in} = 413$ kPa to $P_{S,r,out} = 67.323$ kPa at the stator entrance and rotor exit, respectively. 3D contours of static temperature and pressure on periodic surfaces are also presented in Appendix; (Figure 12) including those through the diffuser.

Figure 8.a presents the 3D velocity magnitude distribution, illustrating the maximum velocity magnitude at the stator flow passage outlet of $U_{s,out} = 465$ m/s. A significant low-speed area is observed on the suction side of the rotor blades similar to what reported and discussed in [13]. Studying Mach number distribution shows that the maximum Mach number of 1.2 occurs at the stator flow passage outlet and the nozzle is choked (shown in Figure 8.b) whereas the turbine was designed to work with a high subsonic flow [5, 13]. 3D contours of velocity magnitude and Mach number on periodic surfaces are also provided in Appendix; Figure 13 including those through the diffuser.
Total-to-static and total-to-total efficiencies are plotted in Figure 10 and 11 comparing the results of CFX to those of numerical and experimental investigations conducted in [5, 13]. Considering the total-to-static efficiency between the stator inlet and diffuser outlet at rig condition (71700 RPM), CFX reaches around 6% lower total-to-static efficiency compared to that of Pushbutton and experiment while the CFX total-to-static efficiency at engine condition (106588 RPM) demonstrates a good agreement with that of meanline design.

![Figure 7](image7.png) 3D a) Static temperature and b) static pressure distribution on stator and rotor flow passages at span 0.5, rig condition

![Figure 8](image8.png) 3D a) velocity magnitude and b) Mach number distribution on stator and rotor flow passages at span 0.5, rig condition

![Figure 9](image9.png) Total-to-static efficiency variations vs. rotation speed

Figure 11 illustrates 6% difference between the total-to-total efficiency of CFX and that of experiment where this increases to 8% while CFX total-to-total efficiency is compared to that of Pushbutton at rig condition. The results of CFX and meanline
study display an almost identical total-to-total efficiency at engine condition.

One should note that to decrease the efficiency difference conducted by CFX and Pushbutton/experiment, higher resolution advection scheme and turbulence numeric should be considered for both rig and engine conditions. It is also interesting to run the solver with other turbulent models and compare the outcomes with experimental data. This, however, is left for a future report.

![Figure 10](image) Total-to-total efficiency variations vs. rotation speed

CONCLUSION

The aim of the present study is to reproduce the closest geometry of a high pressure ratio single stage radial-inflow turbine applied in the Sundstrans Power Systems T-100 Multipurpose Small Power Unit. The commercial software ANSYS-Vista RTD, Blade Gen, TurboGrid and CFX are used to perform a meanline design, create 3D geometry of one flow passage and conduct three-dimensional Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations respectively. The proposed design of the exciting turbine is carefully examined against the fully-opened published geometrical data and results confirm that the correct 3D geometry is successfully reproduced. It was observed that the correct diffuser created by ANSYS-Geometry improved its performance compared to experimental data. The comparison between CFX and available numerical and experimental results show a good agreement and validate the CFD simulations where the maximum of 6% efficiency difference is obtained by comparing the CFX and experimental results.
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Figure 11 Diffuser mesh generated by ANSYS-Mesh

Figure 12 a) Static temperature and b) static pressure distribution on periodic surfaces of stator, rotor and diffuser

Figure 13 a) Velocity magnitude and b) Mach number distribution on periodic surfaces of stator, rotor and diffuser